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Abstract

Makeup transfer is one of the applications of image style
transfer, which refers to transfer the reference makeup to the
face without makeup, and maintaining the original appear-
ance of the plain face and the makeup style of the refer-
ence face. Compared with the traditional makeup technol-
ogy, makeup transfer has a high degree of freedom, which
allows users to get makeup from the real model pictures inde-
pendently and arbitrarily, which greatly enriches the diversity
of makeup. Transferring makeup from the misaligned refer-
ence image is challenging.There are many algorithms related
to makeup transfer to solve problems in different directions,
such as PSGAN, SCGAN, CPM, etc. We compare the above
three methods, and repeat the relevant algorithms, analyze
their advantages and disadvantages and possible directions
for improvement, which is helpful to quickly understand the
new solutions in the direction of makeup transfer in recent
years and the problems still to be solved. Since CPM pro-
posed a unified template, which could align 3D head posture,
facial shape and facial expression of source image and target
image, and the generated effect was the best among the three
methods, we attempt to add quantization to the reasoning pro-
cess of CPM to speed up its reasoning process. In view of
the excessive and redundant use of computing resources and
model parameters caused by U-net in the original model, we
also try to replace the U-net module with attention U-net, and
suppress irrelevant information in images through the atten-
tion mechanism to highlight local important features.

1. Introduction
Virtual make-up testing technology has always been one of
the most important technologies in the beauty market. At
present, the popular mainstream technology in this field is
traditional material makeup. This technology refers to that
professional designers design makeup materials according
to the specified format, and then apply makeup materials
to the corresponding position of five facial features by us-
ing face key point detection. However, this is not convenient
for the operation of imitation makeup, and the transfer of
makeup can solve such problems well. By providing the ref-
erence image of imitation makeup, the makeup in the refer-
ence image can be transferred to the source image. Com-
pared with traditional makeup technology, the transfer of
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makeup has a high degree of freedom, which enables users
to get makeup from real models independently and arbitrar-
ily, instead of being limited to the makeup designed by de-
signers, greatly enriching the diversity of makeup. Makeup
transfer technology can not only transfer the makeup infor-
mation of five facial features, but also transfer the overall in-
formation of skin color, light and shadow. Plus, the makeup
information comes directly from real reference images, so
it’s a great way to keep the makeup realistic.

However, Makeup in real life is rich in diversity, includ-
ing not only color changes but also patterns, such as stick-
ers, blush, jewelry, etc. However, existing works ignore the
latter components, limit the transfer of makeup to color ma-
nipulation, and only pay attention to the light makeup style,
which is not good for the transfer effect of special effects
makeup. The transfer of special effects makeup is of great
research significance. For example, in the process of actor
audition, the effect of audition can be viewed through the
transfer of special effects makeup, which greatly saves the
cost and time of makeup and has very important commer-
cial value.

In this paper, we choose PSGAN(Jiang et al. 2020) and
SCGAN(Deng et al. 2021) to illustrate the existing cutting-
edge methods of ordinary makeup transfer, but these two
methods cannot transfer special effects makeup.We repro-
duced the relevant algorithm and inputted our own test pic-
tures to conduct the transfer test of special effect makeup,
as shown in Fig.1. It can be seen that SCGAN’s transfer ef-
fect of special effect makeup is not very good.Obviously,
the transfer of effects such as eye makeup and texture is not
very good, so to speak, only the base makeup has been trans-
ferred. We introduce and analyze their advantages and disad-
vantages in detail, and give the corresponding improvement
direction. Secondly, because CPM(Nguyen, Tran, and Hoai
2021) proposed a unified template, this template can align
the 3D head posture, facial shape and facial expression of
the source image and the target image, which can carry out
the transfer of special effect makeup. We compare the dif-
ferences between CPM(Nguyen, Tran, and Hoai 2021) and
SCAN(Deng et al. 2021) to solve spatial dislocation, and
analyze the existing shortcomings of CPM(Nguyen, Tran,
and Hoai 2021). Finally, as CPM’s reasoning process takes
a long time, we tried to add quantization to speed up its rea-
soning process.



To sum up, our work mainly includes the following three
parts:

• Three makeup transfer algorithms, PSGAN, SCGAN and
CPM, are reproduced and compared, and their advan-
tages and disadvantages, as well as the future improve-
ment directions are summarized and analyzed.

• Attempts were made to add quantization to CPM to ac-
celerate its reasoning process, which was accelerated by
2 seconds.

• We also attemp to replace the U-net module with atten-
tion U-net, and suppress irrelevant information in images
through the attention mechanism to highlight local im-
portant features.

Figure 1: A demonstration of the transfer of special effects
makeup using SCGAN.

2. Related Work
In recent years, there have been a large number of studies on
facial makeup transfer based on deep learning. We first re-
viewed the traditional methods of makeup transfer, and then
briefly introduced the work similar to PSGAN(Jiang et al.
2020), SCGAN(Deng et al. 2021) and CPM(Nguyen, Tran,
and Hoai 2021).

Makeup migration can be seen as a problem of image do-
main transformation(Taigman, Polyak, and Wolf 2016), that
is, learning a generation function that maps a sample image
from the source domain to the target domain. There has also
been work proposed on pixel to pixel frame mapping(Isola
et al. 2017), but this approach requires pairs of pictures dur-
ing training. CycleGAN(Zhu et al. 2017) incorporates cyclic
consistency losses into the generation network to produce
pictures that fulfill the specified domain distribution with-
out requiring strict pairs of pictures to train.Since the gener-
ative adversarial networks(GANs)(Goodfellow et al. 2020)
was proposed, the global discriminator has been used in a lot
of makeup transfer work. Although the global discriminator
can discriminate between pictures from many domains in the
domain transformation issue, it can only capture the global
structure, by assuming the independence of pixels split by
the patch diameter and modeling the picture as a Markov
random field to account for this, the local (patch) discrim-
inator can learn.The local discriminator was first used in
neural network training process by Li et al.(Li and Wand

2016). The local discriminator helps to prompt the genera-
tor to capture local details with L1 loss by using patchGAN
structure(Isola et al. 2017). You can also use a combination
of the global discriminator to capture the global structure
and the local discriminator to complete the details so that
the generated path and context information are consistent.

While CycleGAN(Zhu et al. 2017) can relax its require-
ments for pairing images, it can’t use specific reference
makeup images for migration, which greatly limits the flex-
ibility of makeup migration. PairedCycleGAN(Chang et al.
2018) solves this problem by making it possible to trans-
fer makeup based on a specific reference image. Beauty-
Glow(Chen et al. 2019) divided the latent features into two
parts: non-makeup features and makeup features using Glow
framework(Kingma and Dhariwal 2018). BeautyGAN(Li
et al. 2018) combines the global domain-level loss and the
local instance-level loss, using two GAN(Goodfellow et al.
2020) networks to solve the makeup transfer problem. One
of the biggest problems with the above methods is that they
can not solve the spatial misalignment problem, which is
very important in the makeup transfer, because the makeup
transfer requires the original image and the reference im-
age, and the images must be aligned before the makeup
transfer can be carried out.PSGAN(Jiang et al. 2020) solves
the problem of image alignment by introducing an attention
mechanism, but this method requires pixel-level computa-
tion, which is expensive for local migration. SCGAN(Deng
et al. 2021) can take into account the calculation cost and
alignment effect, and has spatial invariance for the face in
the image.

For the parts of lip and eye makeup transfer, CA-
GAN(Kips et al. 2020) uses a color discriminator to improve
the transfer. Various previous approaches have focused on
the transfer of makeup colors, while real-life makeup styles
can also cover pattern-based components such as stickers,
face painting, and embellishments. LADN(Gu et al. 2019)
solves part of the problem of pattern-based makeup transfer,
but it does not handle the details of complex patterns well.
When a pair of original images and reference images have
different head positions, the transfer effect may appear arti-
facts. In addition, the quality of the image after style transfer
will be lower, the edge of the image will become blurred, and
the original features of the image will be degraded. How-
ever, CPM(Nguyen, Tran, and Hoai 2021) can overcome the
above shortcomings, showing good robustness to the head
posture in the pictures, and good transfer effect for complex
makeup patterns. The quality of the final output pictures can
also be guaranteed.

3. Proposed Solution
3.1 PSGAN
In order to make the makeup adapt to the source picture
and address the misalignment issue brought on by the
attitude difference, PSGAN(Jiang et al. 2020) extracted
the reference image into two makeup matrices, and then
processed the deformation using the AMM module. The
suggested DRNet(Hasan et al. 2021) applies the makeup
matrix and, assigning pixel-by-pixel weight to the outcome



of makeup removal to implement re-makeup, to the original
picture. By modifying the makeup matrix and, the design
may achieve partial makeup transfer and overcomes the
spatial dislocation problem. PSGAN primarily separates
cosmetics-related features from face features (such as lip
gloss and eye appeal) and depicts makeup-related features
as two makeup matrices.

Existing problems and improvement directions:

• Since PSGAN is only sensitive to color and not to line
and pattern makeup, this model can’t transmit special ef-
fects makeup.

3.2 SCGAN
SCGAN divides the makeup transfer into 3 parts: The
two extraction module: Part-specific Style Encoder and
Face identity Encoder; One assignment module: Makeup
fusion Decoder. Part-specific Style Encoder is used to
extract style information; Face identity Encoder is used
to extract face id information; Makeup fusion Decoder
fuses style information with face id information and mi-
grates it onto the source image. The Part-specific Style
Encoder (PSEnc) proposed by SCGAN makes the transfer
of makeup not limited to using only the front-facing
photos. Even at different angles, even rotating the image so
that there is large spatial misalignment between the source
image and the reference image can be successfully migrated.

Existing problems and improvement directions:

• SCGAN can’t do special effects transfer because the skin
tone is transferred as a whole (the features are transferred
separately) and special effects makeup is generally dis-
tributed on the skin.

3.3 CPM
A uniform template put out by CPM(Nguyen, Tran, and
Hoai 2021) aligns the source and destination photos’ 3D
head positions, facial shapes, and expressions. The cosmet-
ics transfer employed uv texture rather than the original
picture and was built on the BeautyGAN(Li et al. 2018)
platform. UV space can eliminates differences in 3D poses,
shapes and expressions (also spatial misalignments).In
CPM, it is proposed to combine color transformation and
pattern, which can transfer both light makeup and special
effect makeup. Two branches were designed for color and
pattern transfer respectively, and the face was designed to
be placed in UV space to eliminate the differences in the
input image in face shape, head posture and expression. A
new makeup dataset has also been introduced, containing
extreme makeup styles.

Existing problems and improvement directions:

• The two branches of Color and Pattern in CPM tend to
misidentify face shadows as colors, as shown in Fig.2

• The inference process of CPM is slow, probably because
of the two branch operation.

Figure 2: The shadow of the folded face on the left cheek is
identified as black.

• In view of the excessive and redundant use of comput-
ing resources and model parameters caused by U-net in
the original model, we also attemp to replace the U-net
module with attention U-net, and suppress irrelevant in-
formation in images through the attention mechanism to
highlight local important features.

3.4 Add Quantization into CPM
We use quantitative techniques(Gholami et al. 2021; Polino,
Pascanu, and Alistarh 2018; Li et al. 2021) to compress the
model and improve the efficiency of the network. We round
the 32-bit floating point values used by the model, leaving
the lower precision 8-bit integer values, so that the network
has approximately 4 times the compression rate. This is be-
cause the processor’s integer computation instructions are
more efficient than the corresponding floating-point compu-
tation instructions. At the same time, low bit values occupy
less memory and storage space, which can reduce memory
footprint and improve network efficiency.When quantization
is added, the inference time is shortened by 2 seconds.

4. Experiments
In this section, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the
experiment from several aspects. Specifically, (i) Section 4.1
describes the dataset used in the experiment and the related
experimental settings, (ii) the experimental results are pre-
sented and analyzed in Section 4.2, and (iii) we compare the
three models in Section 4.3 and select the CPM model for
optimization.

4.1 Datasets and Experimental Settings
4.1.1 Datasets The dataset collected and used in the orig-
inal PSGAN paper contains 772 facial images with a reso-
lution of 256 × 256, including 403 makeup images and 269
non-makeup images.

The Makeup Transfer dataset, which contains 3834 pho-
tos, of which 1115 are makeup images and 2719 are not,
was utilized in the SCGAN article. 100 non-makeup pho-
tographs and 250 make-up images were chosen for testing,
and the rest were used for training after the original authors
scaled the image to 256 × 256.



There are four datasets used in CPM: Stickers, CPM-Real,
CPM-Synt-1, and CPM-Synt-2. Stickers has 577 RGBA im-
ages of different sizes; CPM-Real is an in-the-wild makeup
dataset, and there are 3895 RGB images of different sizes
in total; CPM-Synt-1 is a transferred pattern dataset used to
train pattern-branchwhich contains 5555 RGB texture im-
ages and its size is 256 × 256; CPM-Synt-2 is also a trans-
ferred pattern dataset while it contains 1625 RGB triplets,
which is consisted of source, reference and ground truth.
And the image size is 256 × 768.

On the basis of pre-training, we trained these models in
our own environment using the Makeup Transfer dataset.
There are 1115 photographs without makeup and 2719 im-
ages with makeup in the dataset, the resolution of which is
361 × 361.

4.1.2 Experimental settings In this paper, we replicate
three algorithms utilizing PyTorch(Paszke et al. 2019) on
the MoPaaS cloud platform. We used an RTX-3090 graphics
card, 10GB of RAM, and other resources.

We employ the Adam(Kingma and Ba 2014) optimizer
in PSGAN. The experiment has trained for 50 epochs. The
learning rate of the model is fixed at 0.0002, and the batch
size is 1.

In SCGAN, we use VGG16(Simonyan and Zisserman
2014) to extract features. The optimizer used by the gen-
erator and discriminator is also Adam where 1=0.52=0.999.
The model’s learning rate is set to 0.0002 and its batch size
is 1.

There are 100 epochs of CPM training, and the batch size
is 1. Adam is also used as the optimizer. In particular, when
the number of training epochs is an integral multiple of 25,
the learning rate is adjusted to 1e-5, and the learning rate
remains unchanged (1e-4)/4 at other times.

4.2 Experimental results and analysis
Since there is no particularly effective method to evalu-
ate the quality of generated images in academic circles(He
et al. 2022), one of the most popular methods is to give
some generated images to users of Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT)(Paolacci, Chandler, and Ipeirotis 2010). How-
ever, this manual scoring method is not reproducible. There-
fore, the results of the AMT scores were only used as an aid
in this paper, and the qualitative analysis of the experimental
results was mainly conducted.

We first conducted experiments with PSGAN(Liu et al.
2020), which refines the reference image into two matrices.
The deformation process is performed by the AMM module
to adapt the makeup to the source image waiting for makeup
application, solving the misalignment problem caused by
pose differences. The effect of PSGAN is shown in Fig.3.
It can be seen that PSGAN has the most obvious migration
of makeup skin tone and lip color both on and off, but it does
not successfully migrate the details of makeup such as eye
shadow and coloring. Secondly, we used SCGAN to conduct
the experiment of special effect makeup transfer. SCGAN
decomposes makeup transfer into two steps: extraction and
distribution. From Fig.4, we can see that SCGAN has al-
most no transfer effect on special effect makeup, and there

Figure 3: A display of makeup transfer using PSGAN.

are some problems such as the edge transition in local areas.
Then we tested and duplicated CPM. Makeup transfer is di-
vided into two categories by CPM: color branch and pattern
branch. Fig.5 and Fig.6 depict the transfer effects of solely
executing the color branch and the pattern branch, respec-
tively, while Fig.7 depicts the transfer effects of both. These
figures make it evident that CPM’s particular makeup trans-
fer effect is effective, and that it performs better on the color
branch than the pattern branch.

4.3 Comparison and optimization
We can observe from Sections 4.2 that PSGAN and SC-
GAN struggled with the process of transferring special effect
makeup. After careful examination, we discovered that the
PSGAN and SCGAN models are highly sensitive to charac-
teristics like skin color but not to characteristics like patterns
and textures. Neither model can successfully convey the spe-
cial effect makeup because the majority of it concentrates on
patterns.

We finally settle on the CPM model for optimization be-
cause its effect is clearly superior to that of the first two mod-
els. The transfer of CPM on the color branch is outstanding,
but the transfer of makeup information on the pattern branch
is subpar, and the model’s ongoing calculations consume a
lot of resources. We hypothesize that this phenomena may
be brought on by the model’s use of Resnet-50’s(He et al.
2016) U-net for picture segmentation. Cascaded neural net-
works with many levels are used by U-Net. The cascaded
architecture isolates the region of interest (ROI) and does
in-depth forecasting for this particular ROI. However, U-net
causes a wasteful and repeated usage of processing power
and model parameters. For instance, the cascade’s models



Figure 4: A display of makeup transfer using SCGAN.

Figure 5: CPM transfer effect of Color-Only

all repeatedly extract the same low-level characteristics.
To this end, we substitute Attention U-net(Oktay et al.

2018) for U-net. The core idea of Attention U-net is to pro-
pose an Attention gate module, replace hard attention with
soft attendance, and integrate attention into U-net’s jump
connection and up sampling modules to realize spatial at-
tention mechanism. The attention mechanism is used to sup-
press the irrelevant information in the image and highlight
the local important features.

When we use Attention U-net, the CPM model is still
trained with Adam optimizer for 100 epochs and the batch
size is changed to 4. Due to certain conditions, we only com-
pared the performance of CPM with U-net and CPM with

Figure 6: CPM transfer effect of Pattern-Only

Figure 7: A display of makeup transfer using CPM.

Dice Loss IoU Score Accuracy
CPM with U-net 0.1992 0.6774 0.9647
CPM with Attention Unet 0.2004 0.6756 0.9646

Table 1: Comparison of best performance on the validation
set between CPM with U-net and CPM with Attention U-net
for the first 30 epochs.

Attention U-net in the first thirty epochs under the same
conditions, and the results are shown in Table1. Although
the highest IoU score of CPM with Attention U-net is lower
than the one with U-net in the first thirty epochs, under the
complete 100 epochs of training, the dice loss of the CPM
with Attention U-net on the validation set is reduced to about
0.12, the IoU score reaches 0.6888, the accuracy reaches
0.9625, which means that the model performs well.

In order to speed up the execution of model, we also in-
corporated quantization(Gray and Neuhoff 1998) to CPM,
reducing the running time by two seconds.

Despite the addition of two optimizations, the model still
has a great deal of space for improvement. In the future, the
model can be improved from the two angles listed below
to enhance the pattern branch’s transfer effect in CPM: 1)
Increase the accuracy of image segmentation. 2) Consider
including the diffusion model.

5. Conclusion
Makeup transfer, which has drawn a lot of attention, offers
users a quick and effective alternative for visualizing and re-
placing facial makeup. Face makeup transfer based on deep
learning is still a challenging emerging topic. In this paper,
we replicate and compare three excellent makeup transfer
algorithms and apply them to special effect makeup and de-
makeup tasks. We chose the CPM model that performed the
best out of the three, refined its network architecture, incor-
porated quantization, and significantly enhanced the effect
of special effect makeup transfer while shortening the run-
ning time of the model by two seconds. The model we ob-
tain currently still has the drawback of low generalization
capabilities. Future efforts will see us continue to learn and
improve.
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